Art Meets Politics Brainstorm

Step 1:
Join the Wiki
artmeetspolitics.wikispaces.com

Step 2:
View your assigned group’s Wiki
Become acquainted with public policies; the types, the issue, the sides, the history.

Step 3:
Choose 4 public policies to focus on:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Step 4:
For each public policy, ask at least one discussion question on the discussion forum on the wiki.

Steps 5 - 8 should be completed on a Google Document.

Step 5:
For each policy, develop a list of elements that can represent the topic behind the policy.

Example:
Education
School House, Apples, Textbooks, Chalkboard, writing guides, school desk, teacher

Step 6:
For each policy, develop a variety of viewpoints you hold concerning each policy.

Example:
Education
Standardized testing, lack of funding, lack of educated students, etc.

Step 7:
Develop a list of 7 found objects that could portray these thoughts.

Example:
Standardized testing: Scantrons, no. 2 pencils
Lack of funding: bankruptcy notices
Lack of educated students: dum-dums

Step 8:
Now, combine structures with objects. Develop 3 for each policy.

Example:
A schoolhouse covered with Scantrons and no. 2 pencils

Upload the Google doc information to the ART IDEAS PAGE on your Group’s Wiki